CASP and CAFASP experiments and their findings.
This short introductory chapter is intended simply to introduce a sense of the progress, limitations, challenges, and likely future developments in the field of protein structure prediction through what seems to be a unique scientific process. CASP and CAFASP represent a direct challenge and careful assessment of a field of study that has captured the interest of many scientists. Three of the best scientists in the field and their colleagues provide a more detailed description of the field and how it is developing in Chapters 25, 26, and 27. As prediction methods have advanced the distinction between comparative modeling, fold recognition, and novel fold recognition have blurred somewhat. It is a testament to the community that as the knowledge of the algorithms evolved, World Wide Web servers providing access to these algorithms appeared. Thus, making it relatively straightforward for any investigator to apply a melting pot of methods to the prediction process. What all approaches need are more targets and a continued refinement to the evaluation process. The first need is being met in part by the PDB, which is, with depositors' approval, releasing sequences ahead of structure release (see http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/status.html). Further, the structural genomics projects are reporting their progress for all targets on a weekly basis (see http://targetdb.pdb.org/). While there is no indication that the sequences of the latter will lead to a structure, it is a rich source of targets (17,000 in October 2002). Not only do CASP and CAFASP measure progress, they help define where efforts should be directed to move the field forward. It is a testament to how far the field has come that investigators are now turning to the unknown. Although attempting to predict a structure that will appear experimentally helps improve the methods applied to structure prediction, it does not further our understanding of living systems directly. Attempts at defining the "The Most Wanted" (Abbott, 2001)--the structures most in need of prediction to help further our understanding of the biology, and the efforts to make those predictions, speak to a healthy future for the field of protein structure prediction. To the many individuals who help define the CASP and CAFASP processes, serve the community as assesors and compete in the experiments this is a tribute.